
SIZZLE SERIES
TM

Sinclair Institute® is the leading source for award-winning 
instructional programs that inform, inspire and arouse. Sinclair 
has spent 20 years improving the sex lives of millions with high 

quality, erotic sex education that increases communication, 
creativity, exploration and passion. Top experts and real couples 
make the Sinclair Institute Sizzle Series™ both smart and sexy.

Sinc lair  Inst i tute®  Presents

“SEX. The Possibilities Are Endless.”

Sizzle! Toys for Better Sex 
SKU 7213-25 (same content as 2490-25)
UPC 784656721396 90 min.

Comprehensive guide to sex toys 
and stimulators for couples and solo 
play.  History and uses of all toys - 
multi-purpose vibrators, dildos, lubes, 
waterproof, dual pleasure, G spot, anal 
stimulators and much more. 

Sizzle! Better Sex Video Series 
Sexplorations: 3 DVDs / Music CD set 
SKU 7206-25 (same content as 3506-25)
UPC 784656720696 293 min.

Vol. 1: Advanced Sexual 
           Techniques & Positions
Vol. 2: 22 Sex Secrets, Tips & Turn Ons
Vol. 3: Erotic Sex Play & Beyond
BONUS!: The Journey’s 
                Musical Soundtrack CD

Sizzle! The Better Sex Guide to 
Anal Pleasures 
SKU 7196-25 
(same content as 2645-25)
UPC 784656719690 60 min.

A frank and factual overview plus 
tips to maximize anal pleasure, 
specially designed toys for erotic 
anal play, and the best positions 
to maximize comfort and depth 
of penetration for beginners and 
experts alike. 

Sizzle! 
101 Sexual Positions for Lovers 
SKU 7191-25 (same content as 6255-25)
UPC 784656719195 65 min.

Very sexy and fi lmed in tropical Jamaica, 
this program shows lovemaking as a 
sharing, fun, sensual, highly erotic 
experience in a beautiful setting. Hosted by 
sexuality educator, Jamye Waxman, M. Ed., 
nothing spices up a sex life more than 
trying a new position!

Sizzle! 
Expanding Sexual Boundaries 
SKU 7193-25 (same content as 3525-25)
UPC 784656719393 90 min.

Erotic and oh, so wicked! Explore the 
ultimate turn-ons that will keep your sex 
life hot! Imaginative techniques for oral, 
anal, and G spot sex, erotic power play, 
use of toys to maximize male and female 
orgasms, and new positions that will turn 
your world upside-down and back again.

Sizzle! 8 Ways to Spice It Up 
SKU 7197-25 
(same content as 4456-25)
UPC 784656719799 45 min.

Experiment with new toys and 
positions, delight in erotic massage, 
and explore G spot pleasures. 
Discover techniques to expand 
oral and anal sensory play in and out 
of the bedroom. It’s never too late 
to fi ll any love life with excitement, 
intensity and erotic pleasure!

Sizzle! The Better Sex Guide to 
Great Oral Sex 
SKU 7201-25 (same content as 5302-25)
UPC 784656720191 66 min.

Creative fellatio and cunnilingus 
techniques, confi dence and skills, 
hot & cold temperatures, inventive 
positions & locations, toys to enhance 
the experience, plus informative 
lessons on his & her anatomy - all 
questions will be answered.

Sizzle! A Lover’s Guide to 
Self Pleasuring 
SKU 7210-25 (same content as 1350-25)
UPC 784656721099 60 min.

Dispelling myths, defi ning healthy 
benefi ts and describing the hottest 
techniques for self-pleasuring can help 
you be the best lover. Male masturbation 
devices that enhance orgasm, how 
men can delay orgasm, prolong sex 
for both partners, phone sex fantasy, 
delightful striptease and mutual 
masturbation with toys.

Sizzle! The Better Sex Guide to 
Erotic Dancing for Your Lover 
DVD / Music CD set 
SKU 7204-25 (same content as 2828-25)
UPC 784656720498 45 min.

Sensuous moves can stimulate the senses, 
intensify desire, and enrich fantasies. 
Regardless of age, shape or experience, 
discover the seductive power and build 
sexual self-confi dence with erotic dance. 
Original music CD included.

Sizzle! Erotic Indulgences: 
Wet, Wild & Wicked 
SKU 7194-25 
(same content as 9918-25)
UPC 784656719492 60 min. 

Creative ideas, techniques, and 
the know-how that is guaranteed 
to improve sexual pleasure and 
heighten skills in the bathtub, on 
the Luv Seat, dominant-
submissive play with cuffs and 
ticklers, toys for oral sex, and a 
love swing built for two!

í plus, music CD!

í plus, music CD!



“Sinclair instructional films help facilitate conversations and spark new ideas 
you and your partner can explore. Since 1991 Sinclair has provided millions of 
viewers with an opportunity to better their sex lives. Sinclair award winning 
programs are utilized by sex educators and therapists around the world.”

Eli Coleman, Ph.D.
Advisory Council Chair, 
Sinclair Institute
Program in Human Sexuality
Professor & Director, 
Univ. of Minnesota

Sizzle! Maximizing G Spot 
Pleasures 
SKU 7192-25 
(same content as 3539-25)
UPC 784656719294 45 min.

Expand sexual potential through G 
spot pleasures with an easy-to-follow 
diagram of female sexual anatomy, 
instruction on G spot location, 
arousal techniques, best positions to 
enhance stimulation, squirting and 
the best toys.

Sizzle! The Better Sex Guide to the 
Kama Sutra DVD / Music CD Set 
SKU 7195-25 (same content as 2835-25)
UPC 784656719591 60 min.

Kama Sutra includes fascinating and inspiring 
positions - “spinning sex swing “, “pair of 
tongs,” “splitting of the bamboo” and more 
that celebrate the deep harmony of the sexes.  
Powerfully arousing, passionately sexy, and 
intensely insightful, this guide will increase 
sexual awareness and ignite sexual passion.  
Original music CD included.

Sizzle! 32 Ways to Please 
Your Lover 
SKU 7203-25 
(same content as 4180-25)
UPC 784656720399 60 min.

Learn the skills to keep love alive and 
lovers pleased with heightened
erotic stimulation, fantasy and role 
playing, oral loving, G spot 
stimulation, toys, food, as well as 
changing location can open up 
great possibilities!  

Sizzle! Best of the Better Sex 
Collection 
SKU 7202-25 
(same content as 5121-25)
UPC 784656720290 82 min.

39 of Sinclair’s most inspiring 
scenes - creative new lovemaking 
techniques, inventive positions, 
sensual toys, role play, erotic 
Kama Sutra secrets, oral pleasures 
and G spot stimulation.- Start a 
journey to a great sex life today!

Sizzle! Incredible Orgasms 
SKU 7200-25 
(same content as 2568-25)
UPC 784656720092 60 min.

10 mood-inspiring chapters fi lled 
with creative positions, vibrators 
that enhance climax, techniques to 
make each other last longer, ways 
to achieve heightened pleasure 
together, plus tips on how to read a 
lover’s climax meter.

Sizzle! Turn Ons! Vol. 1 How to 
Please Your Partner
SKU 7198-25 (same content as 5562-25)
UPC 784656719898 70 min.

Sex Play: Top to Bottom – explore a 
variety of different pleasurable 
techniques designed to deepen intimacy.  
23 Creative Sexual Positions – expand 
sexual vocabulary and repertoire, and 
try a few new moves. Turn on the creativity.

Sizzle! Turn Ons! Vol. 2 How to Please Your Partner
SKU 7199-25 (same content as 5563-25)   UPC 784656719997 65 min.

Discovering New Pleasure Zones – break out of old routines, learn exciting new 
techniques, expand repertoires, ignite passion and discover unexplored erogenous zones! 
Creative Role Play: Expanding Your Sexual Boundaries  – Fantasies allow for 
exploration, become adventurous and have fun with a lover during creative role-play.  
Explore the perfect ins and outs of sexual fantasy!

Sizzle! The Art of Orgasm 
SKU 7205-25 (same content as 5120-25)
UPC 784656720597 42 min.

Making love is a creative endeavor, a pursuit of 
sexual pleasure and self-discovery that includes 
creative G spot stimulation, erotic massage, solo 
and mutual masturbation, prostate massage, and 
role playing. 

Sizzle! The Art of Oral Loving
SKU 7208-25 
(same content as 3152-25)
UPC 784656720894 45 min.

The better the technique, the 
better the end result. The key is 
communication and trust, learning 
how to give and receive.  Be a 
master at the art of cunnilingus 
and fellatio.

Sizzle! Great Sex for a Lifetime Vol 1: Advanced Sex Play & Positions 
SKU 7211-25 (same content as 4124-25)   UPC 784656721198 52 min.

Secrets of romance, seduction, intimacy and the keys to sexual pleasure for ages 
40’s, 50’s and beyond. Easy steps to reach a new level of sexual fulfi llment and passion 
through sensual massage, creative positions, exciting toys, tips for how to fi nd and 
stimulate the G spot, and satisfying oral loving techniques.

Sizzle! Great Sex for a Lifetime Vol 2: 
Expanding Sexual Pleasures 
SKU 7212-25 (same content as 4125-25)    
UPC 784656721297 53 min.

Rediscover intimacy at any age, and unlock the keys to 
heightened sensuality. Erotic touch techniques, inventive 
positions, toys for both him & her,  G spot orgasms, and 
cunnilingus and fellatio.

Sizzle! 
The Joy of Erotic Massage 
SKU 7190-25 
(same content as 2262-25)
UPC 784656719096 60 min.

Arouse your senses for heightened 
sexual pleasure with the gift of 
loving touch. Equally exciting to 
give as to receive; relax, arouse 
and explosively satisfying for both 
partners!

Sizzle! 
Exploring Guilty Pleasures 
SKU 7207-25 
(same content as 1393-25)
UPC 784656720795 60 min.

Watching erotic movies together, role-playing 
sensual fantasies, blindfolds and feathers, 
anticipation and experimentation – all 
irresistible aphrodisiacs that can strengthen 
the bond of love and trust, as well as increase 
sexual pleasure and lovemaking skills.

í plus, music CD!

Sizzle! The Art of Sexual Positions
SKU 7209-25 (same content as 3075-25)
UPC 784656720993 45 min.

Limitless variations to enhance intimacy, provide 
optimum G spot and clitoral stimulation, increase 
mutual pleasure, achieve deeper penetration and 
masterfully take a lover’s breath away.
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